I. Introduction
German Aerospace Center (DLR) 
II. Motivation and Goals
In different driving simulator scenarios different characteristic frequencies occur
Mainly for the presentation of lateral movement
Usually a fixed set of MCA parameters is used within a simulator ride
Parameter-Tuning for worst-case scenario Develop a time-variant MCA (based on the FTC approach only high pass filters) enabling a discrete online parameter switching Switch the set of MCA parameters according to the current driving situation (city, rural, highway)
The switching process should not be recognizable by the driver
IV. The State Adaption Method
The Theoretical Concept
Concept of the state adaption method for a first order high pass filter
Instead of having an output signal step this step is mapped to the state space
Higher order high-pass filters enables the avoidance of discontinuities not only for y(t) but for its derivatives, too
IV. The State Adaption Method The Mathematical Concept
Which signals do we know?
Output signal y(t) as well as its derivatives
The states of the high pass filter
The input signal u(t) as well as its derivatives
Replace by state equation
Output equation

IV. The State Adaption Method First Results
No discontinuities in the moment of parameter switching 
IV. The State Adaption Method
V. Constraints for the Parameter Switching
Using the state adaption method a discrete online high-pass filter coefficient switching within a single simulation time step is possible but
There is still an influence on the signal flow of the output signal which should be kept as low as possible Constraints for the initialization of the switching process
The sets of parameters should be related to superior driving situations avoid to many switching processes
VI. Conclusion and Next Steps
The state adaption method enables the discrete switching of high-pass filter coefficients in an MCA within a single simulation time step
Discontinuities in the output signal as well as in its derivatives can be avoided
The use of switching constraints is necessary to keep the influence of the parameter switching to the output signal as low as possible
Combine the state adaption method with the method of switching scaling factors Run driver studies to proof the advantage of this method
